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Disclaimer 

_____________________________________________ 

This book is purely a work of fiction and all characters 

in the book are fictional. Any resemblance to real life 

characters, living or dead is purely coincidental. This 

book is not intended to hurt any religion, caste, race, 

country or individual.   
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W 
Prajwalit is the pen name of the author Dr. Pradip 

Chauhan. He has earned his M.B.B.S. and M.S. Degree 
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About The Book 

W 
This is the 3rd edition of the book after successful and 

wild response from the readers for previous two editions. 

This is the compilation of four stories descripted in 

India, love is the core concept of the stories. 

 The love depicted in the book is not only 

external attraction but internal instinct. 

 Ponytail the story of a rich businessman who 

falls in love of his employee. The chocolate, the first 

crush and the secret love are stories of young adults. 

 The love stories in the book have some unusual 

twist and unexpected climaxes. 
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Editorial reviews 

W 
IR Verdict: Filled with more suspenseful twists 

and romantic moments, the characters in LOVE 

STORIES discover constant complications and 

challenges…. 

 ‘Set in India, five separate vignettes detail out 

episodes for characters of different ages, occupations, 

and family backgrounds as they grapple with finding, 

and holding onto, love. 

 Though this collection of stories revolves around 

a universal theme of looking for love, it is not as light-

hearted or warm as it sounds. Love is shown in multiple 

circumstances: the unrequited kind, the tragic love that 

cannot be due to external factors, and the joyous form of 

reciprocated love. As the characters’ struggle with their 

feelings for each other, the different situations that they 

find themselves in based on a combination of the choices 

that they make and serendipity that ensues represent 

eclectic, original cases….’ 

~ Ed Bennett (Indie Reader editorial review). 
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Dedication 

W 
To My True Lovers  
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Prologue 

W 
This book contains some love stories that never ended in 

marriage.  

Ponytail : is a story of a moneymaker businessman; 

doing very well in business and falls in love with one of 

his employees 

Chocolate : is a story of a handworker student who is 

the child of a widow who falls in love with a school 

friend. 

Secret Love : is a story of a young working girl who 

falls in love with a handsome young physician. 

First Crush : is a story of a boy who had a crush on 

his doctor. 
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